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Leading an organization or team is filled with ups and
downs, highs and lows, knowns and unknowns – times of
excitement and stress and boredom. Leading this adventure
is very similar to leading an African safari. 

As amazing and inspiring as a safari is, it is a serious
adventure – and an adventure worth taking seriously –
because the safari is taking place in a serious place. The
Serengeti is surreal, filled with once-in-a-lifetime
opportunities and the potential to experience things very few
ever will. But it’s also a wild game preserve, which means the
game rules - the animals rule. It is 12,000 square miles of raw
nature where big cats and hungry hippos roam free.

Many leaders take their team into the Serengeti without a
clear understanding of what they want to experience, or
without a strong approach to making that happen, or with
team members who are not right for this safari. The result is
safari leaders who are frustrated, discouraged, defeated,
lonely; they become filled with self-doubt wondering if they
have what it takes to be a safari leader. They are
overwhelmed, burnt out and sometimes even miserable.
They question if it is possible to be both a leader and be
happy. 

On the other hand, leaders with a clear vision, optimal
strategies and the right people are flourishing; they are
invigorated! The top is down and the wind is blowing
through their hair (or where their hair used to be). There are
smiles and high-fives throughout the jeeps; the excitement
is palpable. 

What do you want from leading your safari? Do you want to
move from frustration to invigoration? Study this Guide,
make a few changes, and you will be on your way to a more
epic adventure!

Serengeti National Park, Tanzania, 2013

Akagera National Park, Rwanda, 2011

“If you don’t know where
you are going,

any road will get you there.”

CLEAR VISIONWHY THIS MATTERS
What do you think of when you first think of an African safari?
Driving through the Serengeti in Tanzania looking for lions
while you take in landscapes filled with acacia trees,
elephants and giraffes? This is what most people think of –
and it is certainly an option.

But did you know you can have a safari where you use
machetes to chop your own path through a volcanic
rainforest in Rwanda to spend an hour with mountain
gorillas? Or take boat rides in Kenya to look for Nile
crocodiles? Or jump in a canoe and paddle to the bottom of
the Lake Victoria waterfall in Zambia to say hello to the
hippos? Or take a hot air balloon ride over the Maasai Mara
in Kenya? Or go horse riding in Botswana? Or go mountain
biking in Uganda? Or go through guide training in South
Africa?

Like leading an African safari, we have endless opportunities
for the experience we want to have leading our team or
organization. Many leaders accept the default for leadership
– the Serengeti safari – without realizing there are so many
different options. What is the safari experience you want to
have? Not the one you “should” have – not the one people
“expect” you to have – not the “default” that is the way it has
been done before. What is the safari experience YOU want to
have? YOU are the leader; YOU get to choose. 

Many leaders become frustrated because their business,
organization, team or movement is not what they want. But
as they look back on their safari journey, the root cause is
that they weren’t clear on the front-end about what they
wanted. Their strategies were not designed to achieve an
ultimate vision; their team members were not chosen to be
aligned to some overarching objective. So the strategies
were suboptimal and the people were largely unproductive
and disengaged – if they even stuck around. 

“If you don’t know where you are going, any road will get you
there.” This paraphrased insight from Alice in Wonderland is
so true of leadership. Even if you know where you are trying
to go, there is no guarantee you will get there – but you will
have a far better chance of creating strategies and building
a team that will advance toward that vision. And you will
have less frustration and more happiness in the pursuit. 

Volcanoes National Park, Rwanda, 2015
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RIGHT PEOPLE
Great visions are not accomplished in isolation - they are
accomplished by a team of people fully aligned with the
vision and deeply passionate about carrying out the
strategies that will get them there. Leaders can have a
powerful vision and optimal strategies, but without a team
of the right people aligned to that vision carrying out those
strategies, the leader will be stuck on their journey; their
adventure will be frustrating.

Most leaders and organizations are hiring the wrong
people. They focus on finding people with the skills,
knowledge and abilities that can accomplish the group of
tasks that have been bundled together into a job
description.

These leaders bring in people who are not necessarily
aligned with the vision or connected to the mission; they
bring in people with the right experience and resume.

This is the standard process – and the standard process
creates terrible results. Research shows that the average
U.S. office worker is productive only 31% of their day, that only
36% of employees are considered engaged in their job, and
that 25% of employees will voluntarily leave their job in any
given year. This has a massive negative impact on the
finances and impact of these organizations; and it has a
massive negative impact on the success and happiness of
the leader. 

Kivuruga, Rwanda, 2009

Akagera National Park, Rwanda 2011

How important is your mission? How serious are you
about seeing your vision fulfilled? Does your mission and
vision really matter to you? Or, like some of your team
members, are you simply going through the motions –
just cashing a paycheck – grinding your way to another
weekend – making it through another year – your focus
firmly fixed on your magic retirement age?

There are an infinite number of potential strategies for
every organization, even for the smallest teams and
straightforward business models. The effectiveness of
potential strategies varies wildly and is typically related to
how much effort is put into refining strategies to optimize
them for the specific objectives of the organization.

Leaders who are ambivalent about their vision settle for
"A solution." Passionate leaders pursue "THE solution.”

Many leaders and organizations fail because of a
lackluster approach to developing strategies; this is true
within Fortune 500 companies, small businesses,
entrepreneurial endeavors, nonprofits, community
groups, government and education. Over and over, Steve
Fredlund has seen compelling and important visions left
unfulfilled because of an inadequate approach to
strategy development. That is too much potential left
unrealized. 

Strategy optimization is an iterative process that requires
curiosity, creativity and innovation; it requires learning
from the past while also eliminating the perspective that
limits options to what has been done before.  

A powerful vision is required to have an epic adventure;
but it is not sufficient. Without optimal strategies, even the
most compelling, world-impacting visions will not be
achieved. Just like we cannot just come up with a great
idea and expect it to happen. How often have you seen a
new business come into your community and thrive,
followed by people declaring, “That was my idea!” and
even sometimes “They stole my idea!.” These are people
that for ten years have been sharing what a great idea it
is, but never developing a strategy to make it happen.

Have a clear and compelling vision. Layer in optimal
strategies. Change the world!

OPTIMAL STRATEGIES

Maasi Mara, Kenya, 2013
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Akagera National Park, Rwanda, 2011

RIGHT PEOPLE
Why do our processes continue to be focused on skills,
knowledge and abilities? Not just because “we have always
done it that way” but because it is easier to automate and
justify our decisions. There’s just one problem with that
system – it doesn’t work! It never has and it never will.

So how can we get the "right peeps in our jeeps"?

If we start recruiting whe we have an opening, we are too
late.

When we have an open seat in the jeep we should already
have a community of potential team members who have
been identified as deeply aligned with our vision, mission
and values. We will no longer spend our efforts searching for
candidates and hoping they are aligned – we go into our
aligned community and find those with the skills we need. It
is possible we may need to provide some supplemental
training for those who need it, but it is far easier (and less
expensive) to upskill employees than to manage a jeep full
of peeps who are unproductive, disengaged and have high
turnover. 

How do we build this community? Through a rallying cry and
a place for people to gather.

While the mission statement is very important to the
strategic decision-making of an organization, it evokes an
intellectual response and is far too long and complicated to
be remember and shared. The rallying cry supplements the
mission statement; it is much shorter (no more than five
words) and evokes an emotional response; it can be
remembered, shared and rallied behind. 

Through this rallying cry, we invite people to join the
movement; to become part of something bigger than
themselves; to be part of the “collective we”; to belong to a
mutually caring group of people powered by a compelling
vision. We just need a place for them to gather, which can
be physical or online – and we don’t need to overly manage
this; instead we watch for those who are so passionate that
they put their time, energy and skills into enhancing and
growing the community.

Iby'iwacu Cultural Village, Rwanda, 2011

It’s terrible to be passionate about a vision only to have
others on your team that don’t seem to care; they are the
“wrong peeps in your jeep” for your safari. They check their
phones while the rest of the team is looking for lions; they
complain about their outfit getting dirty while witnessing the
great migration. 

As leaders, we are looking for team members to be
productive, engaged and stick around – the three most
critical people-based factors that drive organizational
results. 

But what leads to productivity, engagement and retention?
The research is clear (the Safari Dude is an actuary after all)
that these are driven by employees who are aligned with the
vision, passionate about the mission, operating in their
strengths, connected with their teammates and feel like they
are part of something bigger than themselves. 

Those who are aligned and connected are more productive,
engaged and stick around longer, which is what ultimately
drives leader success and happiness.

Leaders who don't understand mission alignment talk about
hiring as a “numbers game” where you just keep hiring and
hiring and over time you will get the right people. Or when
managers try to get people who are aligned with vision,
mission and values by layering on a few leading questions
during the interview: “Do you agree with our values? Does
our vision excite you?” – What are they going to say? You
laugh, but this happens way more than you can imagine.

There is a massive disjoint between the people we need for
our epic adventure and our current process for team
building. We hire for skills, knowledge and abilities when we
need to emphasize alignment with the vision and mission. 
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Ngorongoro Crater, Tanzania, 2013

Tarangire National Park, Tanzania, 2009

CLEAR VISION

Success: How do you authentically define your
success?
Happiness: Do you understand what truly
makes you happy?
Mission: What are you trying to accomplish?
Why does your team exist? 
Vision: What is the picture of your preferred
future state?
Values: What is important to you? How do you
want things to get done?

Epic Adventure checklist 

This Quick Start Guide is designed to provide you with a
new way to think about the most critical foundational
elements to make your leadership adventure more epic.

Below is your three-part Epic Adventure Checklist. Look it
over and assess your leadership. What do you still need?
Where are the gaps? What needs more focus? 

You are invited to reach out to Steve Fredlund, the Safari
Dude, to ask questions, get recommendations for other
resources, or discuss the possibility of coaching, training or
speaking at an event. 

next steps

OPTIMAL STRATEGIES

Know the Opportunities: Who and what are on
your side? Where could you see success? What
are your unique assets? 
Know the Challenges: What things stand in
your way? What are the obstacles and
constraints? Who will provide resistance? What
risks do you face?
Optimized Strategies: What are the strategies
that will optimize achievement of every
element of the Clear Vision? Have you been
creative and innovative?
Ownership: Have you built ownership
(internally and externally) around your vision
and your strategies? Are people using
collective language such as "we" and "our"?

RIGHT PEOPLE

Alignment: Are your people fully aligned with
your mission? Are they engaged in solving
problems that are not their job?
Connection: Is your team deeply connected
with each other? Is there a sense of belonging?
Is there mutual care and respect? 
Selection: Are you focused more on alignment
with vision than with skills, knowledge and
abilities?
Rallying Cry: Do you have a short & memorable
mantra that evokes an emotional response?
Gathering Place: Do you have somewhere
passionate people can connect around your
vision?
Support Team: Do you have external peeps in
your jeep who provide insights and
encouragement? Perhaps a business
networking group, chamber of commerce,
leadership coach or mastermind?
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“Steve Fredlund is the only actuary -- in the history of actuaries
-- you actually WANT to sit next to at a dinner party!”

This declaration by a finance leader is a testament to Steve’s
diverse and successful background. His impact has been felt by
individuals, small businesses, nonprofits and Fortune 500
companies from Minnesota to Europe to Africa.

After leading six African safaris, Steve become known as “The Safari
Dude.” His experiences form the foundation for his “Epic Adventure”
leadership model. Steve’s riveting stories from the savannah
profoundly drive home his paradigm-shifting perspectives on team-
building to help leaders become reinvigorated on their “safari”.

As an award-winning actuary, Steve’s analysis of human resources
data uncovered the surprising drivers of employee motivation. This
breakthrough is transforming how businesses recruit, hire and onboard
new team members. The impact has been staggering. 

Steve’s revolutionary team-building approach has radically improved
employee productivity, engagement and retention – making him a
highly sought-after leadership coach and speaker. 

Steve’s accomplishments include Thrivent Financial’s
employee of the year, inventor of a retirement income
strategy and two-time TEDx speaker. He has been the
founder and leader of three nonprofits, four small businesses
and two Fortune 500 business units. Steve earned his Masters
in Business Administration and fellowship in the Society of
Actuaries. 

When not speaking or coaching, Steve can be found playing
disc golf, trying to win a poker tournament and doing the
best he can to stay a loyal Minnesota sports fan.

MEET YOUR GUIDE

CONNECT WITH STEVE TODAY

Keynote presentation, 2022

Iby'iwacu Cultural Village, Rwanda, 2015

Volcanoes National Park, Rwanda, 2015
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